Supervised feature ranking using a genetic algorithm optimized artificial neural network.
A genetic algorithm optimized artificial neural network GNW has been designed to rank features for two diversified multivariate data sets. The dimensions of these data sets are 85x24 and 62x25 for 24 or 25 molecular descriptors being computed for 85 matrix metalloproteinase-1 inhibitors or 62 hepatitis C virus NS3 protease inhibitors, respectively. Each molecular descriptor computed is treated as a feature and input into an input layer node of the artificial neural network. To optimize the artificial neural network by the genetic algorithm, each interconnected weight between input and hidden or between hidden and output layer nodes is binary encoded as a 16 bits string in a chromosome, and the chromosome is evolved by crossover and mutation operations. Each input layer node and its associated weights of the trained GNW are systematically omitted once (the self-depleted weights), and the corresponding weight adjustments due to the omission are computed to keep the overall network behavior unchanged. The primary feature ranking index defined as the sum of self-depleted weights and the corresponding weight adjustments computed is found capable of separating good from bad features for some artificial data sets of known feature rankings tested. The final feature indexes used to rank the data sets are computed as a sum of the weighted frequency of each feature being ranked in a particular rank for each data set being partitioned into numerous clusters. The two data sets are also clustered by a standard K-means method and trained by a support vector machine (SVM) for feature ranking using the computed F-scores as feature ranking index. It is found that GNW outperforms the SVM method on three artificial as well as the matrix metalloproteinase-1 inhibitor data sets studied. A clear-cut separation of good from bad features is offered by the GNW but not by the SVM method for a feature pool of known feature ranking.